Because of your hard work and incredible innovations, the gaming industry is changing faster than ever. And as new technologies have evolved, so have regulations and policy directives. That can leave creators in a challenging balancing act of wanting to lead the industry with innovations while being unaware of regulatory requirements, opportunities and/or challenges that may lay ahead.

The good news is, GLI’s advisors are in every regulated market, with ears on the ground and eyes all around, gathering information like no one else. That means we can help provide you with the most up-to-date market intelligence, so you can do what you do best and take your inventions anywhere and everywhere, based on educated decisions.

From land-based to online gaming, sports and event wagering to historical horse racing, kiosks to systems, GLI offers insights to support you in reaching your goals for all forms of gaming products globally.

Whether you’re an operator, supplier, or regulator, our industry-leading subject matter experts and exclusive suite of integrated compliance and regulatory advisory support services will help you navigate the way forward successfully.

Our teams work with you from the outset, directly supporting you, your development teams, and stakeholders, ensuring the most successful strategies and methods are put in place at the project’s onset, empowering you to move forward with greater confidence.
Wherever you want to go, we can help you get there, from before you start until after you finish. And start again.

OUR ONGOING REGULATORY ADVISORY SERVICES INCLUDE:

1. New concept review and analysis
2. Gap analysis reports identifying differences between standards and regulations
3. Technical standards interpretation and advisory services
4. Jurisdictional regulations interpretation and advisory services
5. Desk audits of documentation against standards and regulations
6. iGaming and sports betting compliance best practices
7. Change management for continuous compliance efforts
8. Third-party systems including geolocation, age & ID verification, payment processing, supplier platforms, etc.
9. Version control, software signaturing, and critical file advisory services
10. Compliance research and delivery channel strategy
11. Training and workshops

OUR TIP:
Engage GLI at the beginning of a project. This will give you a firm foundation that leads to better development, timescales, and budgets.

CONTACT US TODAY, AND LET OUR KNOW-HOW SHOW YOU HOW.